
STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

Mr. Innocent *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No. 

  

 
DEFENDANT’S THIRD MOTION TO EXCLUDE SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE  

 
 The Defendant, Mr. Innocent, by undersigned counsel, , hereby moves this Court to exclude 

the surveillance video obtained from 521 Chateau Avenue because the State possessed the raw or 

complete footage from the video for over a year, but failed to provide it to defense even after 

defense counsel repeatedly requested the same.  Mr. Innocent makes this Motion pursuant to the 

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution; Articles 21, 24, 

25 and 26 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights; Rule 4-263 of the Maryland Rules of Criminal 

Procedure; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963);  Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972); 

Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995); State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194 (2006); and Williams v. 

State, 364, Md. 160 (2001). 

 

 In support of this Motion, Mr. Innocent states as follows: 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

1. Mr. Innocent was arrested for the above-captioned matter on or about November 5, 2018. 

2. He has been held without bail for a year, awaiting trial.  

3. On December 31, 2018, counsel for Mr. Innocent filed her appearance, her request for 

discovery, and a supplemental request, seeking information related to any officer involved 

with this case who had been investigated for perjury or other related conduct. See Attached, 

Exhibit 1.   

4. Two months later, the State filed its initial disclosures.  Several items were notably missing, 

including but not limited to DNA evidence that had been analyzed, recorded statements that 
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were taken, crime lab evidence that was collected, and unedited surveillance footage.    

5. Seeking the missing discovery, defense counsel emailed the State on April 8, 2019, 

requesting, among other things, the unedited surveillance footage from 521 Chateau Avenue 

that captured the shooting on September 27, 2018.  See Attached Exhibit 2.   

6. The footage from this address is the linchpin of the State’s case.  As a result, the defense 

wanted to examine and inspect the entirety of the footage.   

7. Rather than giving defense counsel the entirety of the footage, the State provided various 

individual clips from a resident’s surveillance system, but never provided defense with the 

continuous raw footage, which counsel for Mr. Innocent suspected existed. 

8. The State entirely failed to respond to the April email requesting the raw footage. 

9. As a result, Mr. Innocent filed a second supplemental discovery request on May 17, 2019, 

seeking again, “all unedited surveillance footage captured from 521 Chateau Avenue.”  

See Attached, Exhibit 3. 

10. On August 28, 2019, Mr. Innocent filed a Motion to Compel.  See Attached, Exhibit 4. 

11. In response to defense counsel’s Motion to Compel, the State provided voluminous 

discovery on the eve of specially set trial number one.  More specifically, the matter was set 

for trial on September 6, 2019, and on that day, numerous outstanding discovery items were 

furnished to defense counsel. 

12. On Monday, September 9, 2019, Judge ABC found multiple discovery violations, the State 

conceded the same, and Judge ABC continued the case as a sanction (which was not a 

sanction the defense was seeking).  

13. Since this case has been indicted, the State has filed at least twenty-five (25) supplemental 

discovery disclosures.  Not one of them contained the full, unedited, raw footage from 521 

Chateau Avenue, which is the footage that allegedly shows the murder. 

14. During the first week of October, defense counsel went to 521 Chateau Avenue with co-

counsel and a private investigator in an effort to obtain the raw footage for themselves. 

15. At that visit, it was learned that the raw footage was no longer in existence and apparently 

only existed for a short time. 

16. On October 28, 2019, counsel for defense was permitted to inspect the physical evidence at 

the Baltimore Police Department (BPD) headquarters.   

17. During the inspection, counsel observed a DVD that allegedly contained the raw 

surveillance footage from 521 Chateau Avenue. 
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18. The DVD appears to have been secured into evidence on September 27, 2018, over one year 

ago. 

19. Counsel for Mr. Innocent asked Detective Richard Moore if he had a DVD player that 

would allow her to view the footage.  Detective Moore said “yes and no.”  When defense 

counsel sought clarification, he explained he had a DVD player at his computer, but he 

would not let defense counsel use it “because he wanted to be done with” the evidence 

review. 

20. The Assistant State’s Attorney then asked a law clerk from the State’s Attorney’s Office to 

bring a mechanism from the State’s Attorney’s Office to BPD to play the DVD. 

21. Counsel was then able to view the DVD, which contained the raw footage counsel has been 

requesting for several months. 

22. The DVD, which had been logged into evidence on September 27, 2018 is in a different 

format than what was provided to defense counsel in discovery.   

23. The raw footage that the police department obtained but did not provide to defense covers a 

one hour period of time, contains time stamps, and includes information and a “codec 

player” that was never given to defense counsel. 

24. The footage provided to defense counsel is different from the raw footage because the 

footage given to defense counsel consists of individual clips, they do not have any time 

stamps on them, they do not show continuous footage for an hour, they do not play through 

the player which matches the owner’s security system, they do not show all the cameras 

running at the same time, they do not show the “no recording” label when the cameras are 

not recording.   

25. What was given to defense counsel hides or does not reveal the fact that, among other 

things: (1) the timestamps are off during the time of the shooting; 2) the system is not 

actually motion activated, and (3) the cameras are not functioning properly because they miss 

several minutes of footage without explanation.    

26. What the BPD and SAO have in their possession is what defense counsel was entitled to in 

January, thirty (30) days after Mr. Innocent’s first appearance, and what counsel has 

requested several times since then.   

27. The State and BPD purposefully or negligently withheld this evidence.   

28. The raw footage is exculpatory because it shows glitches in the system and inexplicable gaps 

in the recording that last several minutes. 
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29. The raw footage is also exculpatory because it consists of everything the officers and the 

SAO reviewed. 

30. Detective Moore made a material misstatement to the grand jury, and the withheld video 

contains impeachment evidence that conflicts with Detective Moore’s sworn testimony. 

31. More precisely, Detective Moore testified in front of the grand jury and wrote in the sworn 

statement of probable cause that both Mr. Innocent and the shooter approach the victim’s 

car prior to the shooting. (The ASA makes the same assertion in his response to defense 

counsel’s Bill of Particulars). 

32. The withheld raw footage shows that never happened and the officer fabricated that 

statement. 

33. That false statement likely secured an improper indictment. 

34. The raw footage contains no image of Mr. Innocent ever approaching the victim’s car.   

35. Even though defense counsel had a portion of the footage, and various clips, she would 

have been limited in her ability to confront and cross examine Mr. Innocent’s accusers 

because the raw footage, which never shows Mr. Innocent approach the car, was withheld. 

36. The raw footage is also exculpatory because it demonstrates that the video was not working 

properly and thus creates issues regarding authentication.    

37. When defense counsel asked the State how this happened, how defense counsel did not get 

this from the beginning, especially when counsel was asking for it, the ASA responded, “I 

gave you what they (meaning BPD) gave me.” 

38. The failure to produce the raw footage and the codec player amounts to a discovery 

violation that ought to be sanctioned. 

 

ARGUMENT 

I. THIS COURT SHOULD EXCLUDE THE SURVEILLANCE VIDEO 
BECAUSE THE STATE OR THE POLICE WILLFULLY OR NEGLIGENTY 
WITHHELD THE EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE 
 

This Court should exclude the surveillance footage because the State failed to produce it, even 

on request, and that failure to produce violated the defendant’s constitutional right to a fair trial, to 

prepare and present a defense, to confront and cross examine his accusers, and to effective 

assistance of counsel.  Further, the State plainly violated Rule 4-263, a sanction is appropriate, this is 

not the first discovery violation, and a continuance is insufficient.   
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Rule 4-263 begins with the requirement that all parties “shall exercise due diligence to identify all of 

the material and information that must be disclosed under this Rule.”  Md. R. 4-263(c)(1) (emphasis 

added).  The rule goes on to require that, within thirty (30) days of the defendant’s first appearance 

and “[w]ithout the necessity of a request, the State's Attorney shall provide to the defense:” any 

relevant information regarding electronic surveillance, exculpatory and impeachment evidence, in 

any form; and any computer generated evidence.  Id. at (d)(5)(6)(7), and (9).  The State’s compliance 

with the rules, as explained by Judge Battaglia in Williams v. State, 364 Md. 160 (2001), “is never 

discretionary, as the Maryland Rules of Procedure have the force of law.”  Williams v. State, 364 Md. 

160, 171 (2001), abrogated on other grounds by State v. Jones, 2019 WL 4051708 (Md. Aug. 28, 2019).   

Expanding on Rule 4-263 and the State’s obligations under the rule and the constitution, Chief 

Judge Bell wrote that the duty under Brady, and more locally, Sleeper, applies to all members of the 

prosecution staff, including the police.  State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194, 219, 896 A.2d 973, 987 (2006).  

In other words, the State cannot skirt its obligations to disclose by asserting that the police were the 

only ones who had the information.  As Chief Judge Bell went on to explain, if the State were not 

responsible to disclose material known only to the police, it would encourage the police to wait until 

after trial before making important disclosures:  “As noted in Swanson, regarding a prosecutor's 

disclosure of exculpatory evidence during a trial as opposed to diligently investigating and disclosing 

such evidence to defense counsel prior to trial, ‘If a prosecutor's response, ‘I told you as soon as I 

knew,’ is accepted to permit police withholding of evidence material to guilt or punishment, police 

would be encouraged to withhold such evidence from prosecutors until after trial.”  State v. Williams, 

392 Md. 194, 222, 896 A.2d 973, 989 (2006) (internal citation marks omitted).   

The Williams Court went on to explain that the prosecutor has a duty to seek information and 

disclose it.  Prosecutors, in fact, have special responsibilities, especially when it comes to “requested 

or obviously exculpatory evidence”:  “[T]he duties of a prosecutor to administer justice fairly, and 

particularly concerning requested or obviously exculpatory evidence, go beyond winning 

convictions. The State has a unique role in the criminal justice process. Although it is indeed the 

prosecutor of all criminal charges, the State, should not just be in the business of obtaining guilty 

verdicts.”  State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194, 222 (2006) (emphasis added) (internal quotation marks and 

citation omitted).   

 The pronouncements in Williams, though profound and clear, were not new.  The Court was 

merely extending the holdings from other bedrock constitutional cases such Kyles v. Whitely, 514 U.S. 

419 (1995).  In Kyles, the government withheld evidence that was known only to the police, until 
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after trial.  The United States Supreme Court found this to be unacceptable, and pronounced that 

the prosecutor has an affirmative duty to seek out and disclose favorable evidence: 

 

This in turn means that the individual prosecutor has a duty to learn 

of any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the 

government's behalf in the case, including the police. But whether the 

prosecutor succeeds or fails in meeting this obligation (whether, that 

is, a failure to disclose is in good faith or bad faith, see Brady, 373 U.S., 

at 87, 83 S.Ct., at 1196–1197), the prosecution's responsibility for 

failing to disclose known, favorable evidence rising to a material level 

of importance is inescapable. 

 

Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995) 

 

But, what is even more important about the Kyles decision is that the State in that case had 

asked for a more lenient rule, that it not be held accountable for information known only to the 

police, and the Supreme Court rejected that request:   

 

The State of Louisiana would prefer an even more lenient 
rule. It pleads that some of the favorable evidence in issue here was 
not disclosed even to the prosecutor until after trial, Brief for 
Respondent 25, 27, 30, 31, and it suggested below that it should 
not be held accountable under Bagley and Brady for evidence 
known only to police investigators and not to the prosecutor.11 
To accommodate the State in this manner would, however, amount 
to a serious change of course from the Brady line of cases. 

 

Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995)   

 

 In this case, the full video footage, known to the police, was or should have been known to 

the State’s Attorney.  As the Court of Appeals clearly held in Robinson v. State, 354 Md. 287, 309 

(1999), documents in the police department’s possession are also in the State’s Attorney’s Office’s 

possession.  Robinson v. State, 354 Md. 287, 309 (1999).  Whether the footage was locked in evidence 

control at police headquarters or held within the walls of the State’s Attorney’s Office is a distinction 

without a difference.  Both agency had physical and constructive possession of the footage.   
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Moreover, the State has an affirmative duty to do its due diligence, without request from defense, 

and in this case, the defense even asked for the withheld evidence, and it did so on more than one 

occasion.  The State need only call evidence control to see the evidence at the police department.  

Defense counsel cannot do the same.   

 Next, the video is exculpatory.  The withheld video demonstrates that the system was not 

working correctly, that images freeze, disappear, and fail to get recorded.  It even shows that 

precisely at the time of the murder, the timestamps are not correct.  By holding on to this evidence 

and not disclosing it, the State has prohibited defense counsel from adequately exploring how the 

video system worked, whether it was functioning properly, why it sometimes said “not recording:” 

why if it was motion activated, it recorded without motion, why when sometimes it was not 

recording it said “no recording” and why at other times, it just jumps ahead several minutes.   

Withholding that information prevented the defense from expanding on these issues and 

developing the argument that the video should be excluded because it is unreliable and cannot be 

authenticated.  This puts defense counsel at a severe disadvantage.   

Defense counsel asked for this information for nearly a year.  It has been in the State and the 

police department’s possession the entire time, and there is no justification for the State’s failure to 

produce.  The only explanation offered by the State was that it gave defense counsel everything the 

police gave the State.  In other words, whatever version of the video the State got from the police 

never caused the State to investigate further, even though defense counsel was specifically requesting 

more.    In addition, the original video clips given to defense inexplicably freeze at certain places.  

When the raw footage plays in codec player, these clips indicate that the system stopped functioning.  

This information is exculpatory. It was withheld, and thus, this Court should exclude its introduction 

at trial. 

 

 CONCLUSION  

 

 The State failed to produce the raw footage and codec player associated from the 

surveillance footage captured on Chateau even though it is required to be disclosed under Rule 4-

263 and defense counsel specifically requested it.  The video is exculpatory, and important.  It is the 

lynchpin, and actually, the entirety of the State’s case.  Mr. Innocent is prejudiced by the State’s 

failure to produce the raw footage and the codec player.  And as 4-263 allows, the Court is within its 

boundaries to exclude the evidence in order to ensure a fair trial.  As a result, Mr. Innocent moves 
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this Court to exclude the surveillance footage from 521 Chateau Avenue because the State violated 

the discovery rules, and in doing so, violated Mr. Innocent’s right to due process, effective assistance 

of counsel, to prepare and present a defense, and to confront and cross examine his accusers.  

Besides exclusion, no other remedy is sufficient.    Thus, Mr. Innocent asks this Court to adhere to 

the precise rules of discovery; find that the State violated the rules of discovery; and impose the 

most appropriate sanction. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

___________________________ 
       
      Attorney for Defendant Innocent 
       
        

 
 

 
 
 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of October, 2019 a copy of the foregoing 
Motion to Exclude was Emailed to Assistant State Attorney at, and hand delivered to 120 E. 
Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21202. 

 
        
       ______________________                                                               
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STATE OF MARYLAND    *  IN THE 
 
      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

MARK INNOCENT *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No. 

 *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 
ORDER OF COURT 

 
  
 It is this _________ day of __________ 2019, by the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, 
Maryland hereby: 
 
 ORDERED, that Defendant’s Motion to Exclude is hereby granted; or  
 
a hearing is scheduled for ____________________, 2019.  
. 
 
 
        ____________________________ 
                          JUDGE 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

STATE OF MARYLAND   * 

vs.     *   

XXXXX                                                          *       CASE NO. XXXXX 

Defendant              * 

                                                            *** *** *** ** 

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR SUBPOENA FOR TANGIBLE EVIDENCE FOR 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS FILES PURSUANT TO MARYLAND RULES 4-263 AND 4-264 
 
 The above-named defendant, XXXXX, by and through undersigned counsel, XXXXX, 

Assistant Public Defender, respectfully requests that this Honorable Court issue a Subpoena for 

Tangible Evidence for the production of the Baltimore City Police Department’s (BPD) complete 

Internal Affairs Division’s (IAD) files pertaining to Sergeant Kenneth Ivery (G495) and Officer 

Eduardo Pinto (E573).  These files are likely to contain evidence that may be usable at trial, as well 

as impeachment evidence, which the State is required to disclose under the Fifth and Sixth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution, Article 21 of Maryland’s Declaration of Rights, 

Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419 (1995), Fields v. State, 432 

Md. 650 (Md. 2013), and Maryland Rules 4-263 and 4-264.  Mr. XXXXX further requests that these 

records be provided to defense counsel for an in-camera inspection.    

STATEMENT OF FACTS & PROCEDURAL HISTORY1 

 On ____ , [insert the facts of your case demonstrating that Ivery & Pinto are likely to be 

called as witnesses at your client’s trial.]   See Sworn Statement of Probable Cause at ___, Attached 

as Exhibit 1.   

Because Sergeant and Officer Pinto were the . . .  they are likely to be called as a witnesses at 

 
1 The following statement of facts is based on the statement of probable cause provided in this case.  
Mr. XXXXX cites these facts strictly for purposes of this motion and does not admit them for any 
other purpose.  
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trial.  Thus, the State has an obligation to provide all exculpatory and impeachment evidence, 

including that evidence that is contained within his IAD files. 

BASIS FOR IAD INSPECTION 

 On June 22, 2017, a superseding indictment was filed charging Officers Daniel Hersl, Wayne 

Jenkins, and Marcus Taylor with various RICO violations.  See Superseding Indictment, attached as 

Exhibit 2.  One particular violation, as stated in the superseding indictment, occurred on January 24, 

2014, which appears to involve Officers Ivery, Eduardo Pinto, Marcus Taylor, and Maurice Ward.  

Id.; see also Whiting Statement of Probable Cause, attached as Exhibit 3.   

 Specifically, the superseding indictment states that Officers Ivery, Ward, and Taylor arrested 

S.W.2 and executed a search warrant on his residence.  See Exhibit 2.  Upon execution of the search 

warrant, Officers Ward, Taylor, Pinto, and Ivery recovered over $10,000 from the residence (the 

Money), more than $3,000 of which was stolen by the officers.  Id.  In an effort to conceal their 

illegal conduct, Officer Ward authored, and Officer Ivery approved, a false incident report.  Id.  The 

false incident report swore out that all property recovered was recovered by Officer Taylor and 

“another Detective”3 and was submitted to evidence control, when, in reality, the officers stole at 

least $3,000 from S.W.  Id.  Based on the aforementioned conduct, it is highly likely that Sergeant 

Ivery and Officer Pinto have been investigated by Internal Affairs. 

 Additionally, a motion for subpoena for tangible evidence requesting the complete IAD 

records for Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto were previously litigated in front of the Honorable 

John S. Nugent in State of Maryland v. Michael Lionel Smith, Case Number 116341016.  See Smith 

Order, attached as Exhibit 4.  In response, the Honorable John S. Nugent ordered the production 

 
2 “S.W.” has been determined by defense counsel to be “Shawn Whiting.”  See Exhibit 3 
 
3 Upon review of the statement of probable cause submitted in Mr. Whiting’s case, the “Detective” 
mentioned above, who assisted Officer Taylor in submitting the Money to ECU at least $3,000 
short, was Officer Pinto.  See Exhibit 3 at 5.  
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all IAD files pertaining to both Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto for an in camera inspection.  Id.  

The IAD files for both officers are still under review.      

Finally, while the State may argue that the officers’ IAD files are not relevant because the 

State does not now intend to call them as witnesses, but this argument is mislaid as both officers 

description of officers’ impact in your case – Ex. observed the suspected criminal activity in Mr. 

XXXXX’s case, participated in the arrest, and was responsible for discovering, transporting, and 

submitting the suspected narcotics].  Whether he carried out his duties to properly secure the scene 

and whether he actually observed what was alleged in the sworn statement of charges is certainly key 

evidence for use at trial.  The State cannot escape its obligations under Brady, the Constitution, and 

the Maryland Rules by simply claiming that they are not calling Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto as 

witnesses. See Williams v. State, 392 Md. 194 (Md. 2006).  

As a result, and based on the following additional argument, this Court ought to grant 

Defendant’s Motion for Subpoena for Tangible Evidence for Internal Affairs Files for the complete 

IAD file pertaining to Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto. 

ARGUMENT 

I. MR. XXXXX IS ENTITLED TO ACCESS AND REVIEW SERGEANT IVERY 
AND OFFICER PINTO’S IAD FILES BECAUSE THEY ARE LIKELY TO 
REVEAL USABLE EVIDENCE; THEY CONTAIN BRADY MATERIAL; AND 
DEFENSE COUNSEL IS IN THE BEST POSITION TO DETERMINE 
RELEVANCY 

 
As the Court of Appeals explained in Fields v. State, 432 Md. 650 (Md. 2013), the analysis 

regarding whether criminal defendants are entitled to access a law enforcement officer’s IAD file is a 

multi-step process.  First, the reviewing court must determine whether the IAD files are likely to 

reveal evidence that may be usable at trial.  Id. at 668.  During this phase of the analysis, the Fields 

court admonished that "a court . . . may deny a defendant any form of access to the material only if 

nothing in it, 'in anyone's imagination, [could] properly be used in defense or lead to the discovery of 
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usable evidence.'"  Id. at 670 (quoting Zaal v. State, 326 Md. 54, 88 (1992)).  After making that 

determination, the court must then rule on the manner of inspection, in other words, whether the 

court should review the records in camera, or whether the defendant should participate in that 

inspection.  Id.   

As will be explained further, Mr. XXXXX should be afforded access to Sergeant Ivery and 

Officer Pinto’s IAD files because they are key witnesses for the State in Mr. XXXXX’s trial and 

their IAD files are likely to reveal usable evidence.  Moreover, as the defense counsel is in the best 

position to judge the importance of the impeachment material at issue, this Court should allow 

counsel for Mr. XXXXX the opportunity to view the records.  

A. Mr. XXXXX is Entitled to Access Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s IAD Files 
Because Those Files Are Likely to Lead to Usable Evidence at Trial 

 
Mr. XXXXX ought to be afforded access to Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s complete 

IAD files because they are likely to lead to the discovery of usable evidence.  In Fields, the 

Honorable Mary Ellen Barbera, writing for a unanimous Court of Appeals, held that the need to 

inspect IAD records should be interpreted broadly: “[O]nly when the records are not even arguably 

relevant and usable should the court deny the defendant total access to the records.”  Id. at 668.  Put 

another way, Judge Barbera explained that the trial court should only exclude IAD material from the 

parties’ review when it “could not, in anyone’s imagination, properly be used in defense or lead to 

discovery of usable evidence.”  Id. at 668-69.  The Fields case is remarkable in that the court 

reversed the defendants’ Baltimore City Circuit Court murder convictions, after a multi-week jury 

trial, on the sole basis that the trial court had refused to order production of the two detectives’ IAD 

records, who had testified at trial.  Given that Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s IAD files are likely 

to lead to the discovery of usable evidence, and they are likely to be called to testify in Mr. 

XXXXX’s case, this Court should order production of the IAD files to avoid any unnecessary 

miscarriage of justice. 
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The Fields holding, while expansive and impressive, is not new.  In fact, the Fields Court 

merely expanded on Maryland law, settled decades ago in Zaal v. State, 326 Md. 54 (Md. 1992).  In 

that case, the Court of Appeals explained that a defendant should be allowed access to confidential 

records when there is “a reasonable possibility that review of the records would result in discovery 

of usable evidence.” Id. at 81.  The Zaal decision was based on the understanding that a criminal 

defendant’s right to confront his accusers and to prepare a defense trumps any purported 

confidentiality of personnel records.  A “criminal defendant may be entitled to discovery of 

confidential personnel records where the defendant’s right to confront and cross-examine the 

witnesses against him outweighs the interests of the party holding the protection of the confidential 

records.”  Id. at 81-87.  Even if the officers’ IAD files are considered confidential records within the 

Maryland Public Information Act, a fact which the above-named defendant does not concede, a 

record deemed confidential does not “guarantee [its] insulation from . . . disclosure.”  Id.; see also 

Fields, 432 Md. at 678, (McKenneth, J., concurring) ("If other law requires disclosure of a record, 

the record is disclosable under the [M]PIA even if it falls within one of the [M]PIA's many categories 

of exceptions to disclosure . . . the compulsory process of the subpoena itself might constitute ‘other 

law’ that overrides the [Maryland Public Information Act] exception").   

Where a defendant demonstrates a “need to inspect,” or, in other words, “a reasonable 

possibility that review of the records would result in discovery of usable evidence,” the court then 

must, at a minimum, review the records in-camera.  The court can choose to view the records alone, 

in the presence of counsel, or it could allow counsel for both parties to review the records 

themselves as officers of the court.  Id. at 667.  Given the Court of Appeals’ expansive directive in 

Fields, this is certainly a case in which there is a need to inspect the records because they are likely to 

reveal usable evidence.   
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More specifically, the records will shed light on Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s prior bad 

acts that the State should be required, without request, to provide.  As the Fields court stated, the 

“Maryland Rules authorize trial courts to allow cross-examination of a witness about a prior bad act, 

not resulting in conviction, that relates to the witness's credibility, so long as the cross-examiner can 

establish ‘a reasonable factual basis’ for the inquiry.” Fields v. State, 432 Md. 650, 671 (Md. 2013); 

see also Sessoms v. State, 357 Md. 274 (2000); Md. R. Evid. 5-608(b).   

B. Defense Counsel, as the Advocate, Should be Able to Examine the 
Contested Files 
 

After establishing a need to inspect, as the defendant has done in this case, the court must 

then determine the manner of inspection.  When deciding how to proceed with the in-camera 

inspection, “the court should take into account, among other factors, ‘the degree of sensitivity’ of 

the material to be inspected; the strength of the showing of the ‘need to inspect'; whether the 

information sought is readily identifiable; considerations of judicial economy, etc.’"  Fields, 435 Md. 

at 668 (quoting Zaal, 326 Md. at 87). “A strong need to inspect weighs in favor of allowing counsel 

to participate in the review as officers of the court.”  Id.   

In this case, the defendant has carried his burden of showing a need to access the IAD files.  

Thus, the only question that remains is how this court will choose to conduct the inspection.  

Because there is a strong need to inspect in the present cases, defendant’s attorney requests to either 

participate with the court’s in-camera inspection, or to be able to view the materials independently as 

an officer of the court. 

 First, the information is not particularly sensitive because it relates to Sergeant Ivery and 

Officer Pinto’s conduct as police officers, not in their private life.  Other than reporting conduct, 

which may be unbecoming of a law enforcement officer, there is nothing remarkably sensitive about 

the facts at issue.   

Second, there is a strong need to inspect because the information contained in the 
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documents goes directly to the veracity and performance of key witnesses.  While the police 

department has an interest in protecting confidential records, “that confidentiality interest must 

yield . . .  to the defendant's interest in having an opportunity to mount a defense and confront the 

witnesses against him.”  Id. at 672 ("[W]hen due process concerns have been involved, the 

confidentiality of [internal investigation] records" yields to those concerns); see also Davis v. Alaska, 

415 U.S. 308, 320 (1974); Robinson v. State, 298 Md. 193, 308 (1983). Sergeant Ivery and Officer 

Pinto are likely to provide key testimony at Mr. XXXXX’s trial, and the information contained in his 

IAD files go directly to his credibility.  See Fields, 432 Md. at 670-71.  In addition to the due process 

and confrontation rights that require inspection, the prosecution is obligated to make the records 

available to the defendant under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and Maryland Rule 4-

263(d)(b).  

Third, the files the defendant seeks are concise and readily available.  There is no implication 

that allowing counsel to participate in an in camera review would impose a strain on judicial 

economy or an undue burden on the prosecution to produce the files.   

Finally, the most compelling reason defense counsel should to be permitted to participate in 

the records review is that there is no other advocate for the defendant like his own counsel.  As the 

Fields Court noted, a judge, while scrupulous, is not an advocate for the defendant, and may 

overlook or fail to conclude that certain aspects of the file would be instrumental to the defense: 

the court must approach its task cognizant of the fact that it is not an 
advocate and, in most instances, will not, and, indeed, cannot be 
expected, to discern all the nuances or subtleties which may render an 
innocuous bit of information relevant to the defense. Whether there 
is impeaching information in a file is not easily determined. Indeed, 
whether information is impeachment evidence, or may otherwise be 
characterized, often depends upon the circumstances, including 
context, and, to a large extent, the perception of the person 
interpreting it. Consequently, well-prepared defense counsel--one 
who has spoken extensively with his client, developed a strategy for 
the trial and is familiar, thoroughly, with the State's case--would then 
be able to bring the advocate's eye to the review of the records, thus, 
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protecting the interest of the defendant in ensuring that relevant, 
usable exculpatory or impeachment evidence is discovered. . . . 
Moreover, by having the benefit of counsel's input on the critical 
questions of relevance and admissibility, the court is enabled to rule 
more responsibly. 

  
Fields, 435 Md. at 668 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted, alteration in original).   
 

Because the information is not particularly sensitive, there is a strong need to inspect, the 

files are readily available, and the defense attorney is in the best position to determine the 

importance of the information as they are the only individual(s) aware of the intricacies and nuances 

of the defendant’s case, this Court ought to order the aforementioned officers’ entire IAD files to be 

produced for undersigned counsel to review.  

C. Mr. XXXXX is Also Entitled to Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s IAD 
Records Under The Due Process Clause, Brady V. Maryland, and 
Maryland Rule 4-263 

In  Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), the United States Supreme Court held that “the 

suppression by the prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request violates due 

process where the evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment, irrespective of the good faith 

or bad faith of the prosecution.”  Brady, 373 U.S. at 87.  The Supreme Court has made clear that the 

duty under Brady exists irrespective of whether the accused has made a request, see United States v. 

Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 103-04 (1976); it extends to impeachment evidence, as there is no distinction 

between impeachment and exculpatory evidence; see Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 433 (1995); 

Williams v. State, 416 Md. 670, 695 (2010); and it extends even to evidence known only to police 

investigators.  Whitley 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995) (“the individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of 

any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's behalf in the case, including 

the police.”); accord Youngblood v. West Virginia, 547 U.S. 867, 869–870 (2006); Williams v. State, 

416 Md. 670, 695 (2010); Robinson v. State, 354 Md. 287, 309 (1999) (holding that IAD records are 

in the prosecutions constructive possession).   
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The obligations under Brady are not to be taken lightly; rather they are the columns atop 

which a fair and just criminal process is built.  Taking heed, Maryland codified the State’s Brady 

obligations in Rule 4-263 of the Maryland Rules, requiring disclosure to the defendant, without 

request, of “[a]ll material or information in any form, whether or not admissible, that tends to 

impeach a State's witness . . .”  Md. Rule 4-263(d)(6).  This obligation extends to information that is 

not in the possession of, or even known to, the State’s Attorney: “The obligations of the State's 

Attorney . . .  extend to material or information that must be disclosed under this Rule and that are 

in the possession or control of the attorney, members of the attorney's staff, or any other person 

who either reports regularly to the attorney's office or has reported to the attorney's office in regard 

to the particular case.” Md. Rule 4-263(c)(2); see also Robinson, 354 Md. at 309.  As the Supreme 

Court clearly explained, “the individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of any favorable evidence 

known to the others acting on the government's behalf in the case, including the police.” see Kyles 

v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995).  Thus, the prosecution simply cannot contend that they are 

unaware of the Brady material related to Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto, nor can they shirk their 

responsibility by claiming they are not calling them as witnesses.  The observations of Sergeant Ivery 

and Officer Pinto form the basis for the prosecution, and their truthfulness is now at issue.    

Moreover, our Court of Appeals has determined that IAD records are deemed in the 

possession of the prosecution, regardless of whether the prosecutor even knows those records exist: 

In [Maryland], each major police department has an IAD 
division. Consequently, because that division is a part of the police, 
its records are in the possession of the police. And if the police is an 
arm of the prosecution, it follows that the records are also 
constructively in the possession of the prosecution; records in the 
possession of the police are not rendered not in possession simply 
because they are made confidential and are not, on that account, 
shared with, or readily available to, the prosecution. 

Robinson, 354 Md. at 309.   
In the instant case, the defendant is affirmatively seeking evidence that would tend to 

impeach the State’s key witnesses.  The records at issue likely deal with Sergeant Ivery and Officer 
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Pinto’s prior bad acts.  Without question, the defense is entitled to access those records, and it is not 

sufficient for the State to hide behind confidentiality of police personnel records.  Additionally, the 

State is ill-equipped to make the determination as to the relevance of these records on behalf of the 

defendant.  As the Court of Appeals explained in Fields, the defense attorney is best situated to 

determine the relevance or importance of information in the IAD files, as the defense attorney is the 

“one who has spoken extensively with h[is] client, developed a strategy for the trial and is familiar, 

thoroughly, with the State's case—[who] would then be able to bring the advocate's eye to the 

review of the records.”  Fields v. State, 432 Md. 650, 668 (2013) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

Defense counsel should be able to review the file and determine what evidence would be usable at 

trial, or, at a minimum, this court should review the records and make that decision.   

 Finally, the State cannot escape disclosure by hiding behind the Maryland Public 

Information Act, especially when no MPIA request is at issue.  The defendant seeks these records 

through his attorney’s subpoena power through the process of discovery, not through a general 

request as a member of the public.  As the United States District Court explained in Mezu v. 

Morgan State University, 269 F.R.D. 565 (D. Md. 2010), the MPIA must give way to applicable 

discovery rules in litigation.  More specifically, the Mezu Court held that the MPIA applies to the 

general public seeking records, it is not a tool that litigants can use to supplant the applicable laws of 

discovery.  See id. at 576.   

In reaching its conclusion, the Mezu court explained that “[t]he MPIA is modeled on the Federal 

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, and therefore decisions interpreting the 

federal statute are persuasive in interpreting counterpart provisions of the MPIA.”  Id. (citations and 

internal quotation marks omitted).  The Mezu Court then turned to a Maryland Court of Appeals 

decision, which likewise explained that “the purpose of the Maryland PIA is ‘virtually identical’ to 

that of the Federal FOIA and . . . except where there may be some relevant differences in two 
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statutes, we may, and should, look to persuasive interpretations of the Federal Act.”  Id. (internal 

quotation marks omitted) (citing Stromberg Metal Works, Inc. v. Univ. of Md., 395 Md. 120, 909 

A.2d 663, 668 n. 2 (2006)).  The Mezu Court then pointedly explained that the FOIA “does not 

displace discovery in domestic civil litigation under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.”  Id. (citing 

In re Application of Mohamed Al Fayed, 36 F.Supp.2d 694, 695 (D.Md.1999); Baldrige v. Shapiro, 

455 U.S. 345, 360 n. 14 (1982) (NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 143 n. 10 (1975)).  

Instead, the Court explained, “FOIA exceptions only . . . permit the withholding . . . of information 

from the public generally.”  Id.  But, in litigation, the court explained, “the need of a litigant for the 

material must be taken into account, and may require disclosure where the FOIA itself would not.” 

Id.  Applying the same logic the records at issue in Mezu, the court held that the records were 

discoverable pursuant to the rules of discovery.  See id.  The same is certainly true here. 

In summary, the prosecution possesses Brady material as to Sergeant Ivery and Officer 

Pinto, and the State is required to provide those documents.  As a result, Mr. XXXXX respectfully 

moves this Court to issue a subpoena for tangible evidence for the complete IAD records pertaining 

to Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto, as it is clear that those documents are likely to yield evidence 

that is usable at trial.   

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Having met his burden of demonstrating a need to inspect the IAD files, Mr. XXXXX 

respectfully requests that this Honorable Court permit defense counsel to inspect the IAD files of 

Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto.   

A hearing is hereby requested on Defendant’s Motion for Subpoena for Tangible Evidence 

for Internal Affairs Files Pursuant to Maryland Rules 4-263 and 4-264. 
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Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
____________________________  

 XXXX, Esq. 
Assistant Public Defender 
1400 E North Avenue 
Baltimore, MD 21213 

 Phone (410) 878-8726 
   XXXX@opd.state.md.us 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of ____________, 2018, a copy of the 
foregoing A hearing is hereby requested on Defendant’s Motion for Subpoena for Tangible 
Evidence for Internal Affairs Files Pursuant to Maryland Rules 4-263 and 4-264, was hand delivered 
to,XXXXX 

 
 
       ____________________________ 
       XXXX, Esq. 
       Attorney for Defendant  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

STATE OF MARYLAND   * 

vs.     *   

XXXXX *       CASE NO. XXXXXX 

Defendant    * 

                                                             *** *** *** *** 

 
     ORDER 
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 Upon review of the foregoing Defendant’s Motion for Subpoena for Tangible Evidence for 

Internal Affairs Files Pursuant to Maryland Rules 4-263 and 4-264., it is this _____ day of 

_______________, 20___,  

HEREBY ORDERED that a hearing is scheduled for the _____ day of _______________ 

20___;  

OR in lieu of a hearing; 

_____ The State is ORDERED to provide defense counsel with the complete IAD files for Officer 

Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto; or 

_____  A subpoena for tangible evidence for Sergeant Ivery and Officer Pinto’s entire IAD files will 

be hereby issued by this Honorable Court, for production to and inspection by counsel for Mr. 

XXXXX. 

  

      ____________________________________ 
      JUDGE   
  
 
 
 

 

 



IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR BALTIMORE CITY, MARYLAND 
 
STATE OF MARYLAND,   *   
      * 
 Vs.     * 
      *  Case No. XXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXX,    * 
  Defendant.   * 
 
********************************************************************************** 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST 
 

 
Pursuant to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 

(1972); and Rule 4-263 of the Maryland Rules of Criminal Procedure, Mr. XXXXX hereby requests 

the State to provide the following: 

 

1.  Any and all information indicating whether any of the law enforcement employees, 

sworn and civilian, involved with the above-captioned matter are or have been 

investigated by any law enforcement agency, including but not limited to the State’s 

Attorney’s Office for Baltimore City and the Baltimore Police Department, for 

misconduct in office, tampering with evidence, perjury, or any other conduct that is 

honesty related.   

 

2. Any and all internal affairs records regarding all law enforcement employees, sworn and 

civilian, related to the above-captioned matter, that are required to be disclosed pursuant 

to Rule 4-263; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 

150 (1972). 

 
 



_______________________ 
      XXXXX  
      Attorney for Defendant 
      201 St. Paul Place 
      Baltimore, MD  21202 

 
 

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 
 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ____ day of ____, 2018, a copy of the foregoing motion 
was hand delivered and e-mailed to Assistant State’s Attorney ______, Office of the State’s Attorney 
for Baltimore City, 120 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21202, XXXXX@stattorney.org.  

     
  

 
_______________________ 

      XXXXXX 
 



STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No  

  

 
MOTION TO COMPEL OR EXCLUDE &  

CERTIFICATE OF GOOD FAITH 
 
 The Defendant, , by undersigned counsel, Deborah Katz Levi, Assistant 

Public Defender, and pursuant to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United 

States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972); and Rule 4-263 of the Maryland Rules of Criminal Procedure, 

hereby files this Motion to Compel evidence or to preclude the evidence and the State’s 

witnesses related to the same.   

 

 In support of this Motion,  states the following: 

 

1. On or about ,  was arrested and charged with First Degree 

Murder and related offenses for a shooting that occurred on or about . 

2. The case was indicted by a Grand Jury on or about  and undersigned 

counsel entered her appearance on or about .  

3. Also on  defense counsel filed multiple request for discovery. 

4. On or about , the State provided its initial disclosures. 

5. On or about , this Honorable Court passed an order allowing the State 

to produce grand jury testimony to the defendant. 

6. On  and , the State provided several more disclosures to the 

defense, including three expert witness disclosures and DNA reports, which reports had 

been completed approximately four months prior to disclosure. 

7. Also on ,  filed a second supplemental discovery request.  See 



attached.   

8. Over email, undersigned counsel inquired with the prosecutor as to the status of multiple 

outstanding discovery issues.   

9. The assigned prosecutor appears to be on leave until , and undersigned 

counsel anticipates the outstanding items will be provided upon his return, but having 

received no response from the prosecutor and having several items outstanding,  

 files this motion to compel seeking: 

a. The Grand Jury testimony from the above-captioned matter; 

b. All sworn statements, affidavits, and returns related to the search of  

conducted on or about ; 

c. Any and all documents related to case number ; 

d. Any and all body worn camera footage related to gathering and observing of 

surveillance footage from  on or about , see 

; 

e. All sworn statements indicating that  was the target of the search 

warrant executed on ; 

f. Any and all surveillance footage captured from Enterprise Rent-a-Car as well as 

pictures that were captured and disseminated from the same; see id. at ; 

g. Any and all lab reports related to the victim’s car, which was processed for testing 

on or about , including but not limited to requests for latent print 

comparisons and DNA; see id. at ; 

h. The recorded statement of  obtained on or about ; 

i. The search and seizure warrants for  and ’s DNA 

j.  Any and all additional recorded statements procured during the investigation of 

the above-captioned matter; 

k. The body worn camera footage which captured Baltimore Police Department 

members executing a search and seizure warrant at  for security 

footage from a residence; 

l. Instant messages sent between BPD officers, captured on BWC, on  

 related to the investigation; 

m. Notes and recordings from any additional witness interviews, referenced in 





 
 
 
  



STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No  

 *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 
ORDER OF COURT 

 
  
 It is this _________ day of __________ 2019, by the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, 
Maryland hereby: 
 
 ORDERED, that Defendant’s Motion to Compel is hereby granted and that the Baltimore 
City State’s Attorney’s Office shall provide the requested records to Counsel for the Defendant 
within 5 days; or  
 
a hearing is scheduled for ____________________, 2019; or  
 
the State is precluded from using any and all evidence related to the discovery that has not yet been 
provided. 
. 
 
 
        ____________________________ 
                          JUDGE 
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STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No  

  

 
MOTION TO DISMISS OR EXCLUDE  

 
 The Defendant, , by undersigned counsel, Deborah Katz Levi, hereby moves 

this Court to dismiss the above captioned matter, or, in the alternative, to impose discovery 

sanctions, pursuant to the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution; Articles 21, 24, 25 and 26 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights; Rule 4-263 of the 

Maryland Rules of Criminal Procedure; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963);  Giglio v. United 

States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194 (2006); and Williams v. State, 364, Md. 

160 (2001). 

 

 In support of this Motion,  states the following: 

 

1. On or about ,  was arrested and charged with First Degree 

Murder and related offenses for a shooting that occurred on or about . 

2. The event, captured on video, undisputedly shows that  is not the shooter. 

3. After the police could not identify the actual shooter, they interviewed individuals who were 

alleged to be with the shooter on the day the victim, , was killed. 

DAQUAN JOBES DISCOVERY 

4. On  the police interviewed , held him at the police station 

for over six hours, identified him as a suspect, confiscated his phone, got a warrant for his 

DNA, and then let him go.  

5. Notwithstanding the fact that the  interview was part of the investigation in this case, 



the six-hour recorded interview with , as well as the search warrant for his DNA 

was not provided to defense counsel until one business day before trial was scheduled to 

begin, on . 

6. Moreover, the interview is not in its original format, perhaps explaining why the audio is of 

such poor quality, and the video is unnecessarily redacted for over five minutes. 

7. The unredacted potion of the video is helpful to ’s defense for several reasons.  

GRAND JURY TESTIMONY 

8. The case against  was indicted by a Grand Jury on or about .   

9. The Grand Jury testimony was released to the State, pursuant to Court order, on  

 

10. The  Order authorized the State to provide the Grand Jury testimony to defense 

counsel. 

11. Notwithstanding the Court’s order, he State did not provide the Grand Jury testimony to the 

defense until one business day before trial, in response to defense counsel’s motion to 

compel.   

12. Because the Grand Jury testimony includes testimony from the lead detective in this case, it 

is a required disclosure pursuant rule 4-263, and the State has offered no justification for its 

belated disclosure. 

13. Moreover, defense counsel asserts that the Grand Jury testimony contains a material 

misstatement by , which likely secured the indictment under false 

pretenses, and which requires defense counsel to address in a pleading.  

DNA SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANTS 

14. On , officers with the Baltimore Police Department (BPD) executed a 

search a seizure warrant for ’s DNA.   

15. That search and seizure warrant, another required disclosure under rule 4-263, was not 

provided to defense counsel until one business day before trial. 

16. The State also executed a search and seizure warrant for , and that search and 

seizure warrant was not provided to defense counsel until one business day before trial. 

 SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT &  

EXTENSIVE BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE 

17. On , the police executed a search a seizure warrant at  

.  The search and seizure warrant was in part for a 
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narcotics investigation, and in part, related to ’s homicide.   

18. At the conclusion of the execution of the warrant,  was arrested. 

19. Because the warrant was related to the homicide,  was present.  

20. During the execution of the warrant, the police collected well over 20 hours of body camera 

footage, which allegedly includes the recovery of the weapon used in the instant case. 

21. The warrant and related arrest documents, created nearly a year ago, were only provided to 

defense counsel on , one business day before trial was scheduled to begin.   

22. The entirety of the body worn camera footage has still not been provided to defense counsel 

in a workable format.    

23. As of Friday afternoon, defense counsel was still receiving hours of body worn camera 

footage from the State.   

24. Defense counsel has been unable to view the majority of the footage, as it was provided on 

Blu-ray CD or in over 36 separate emails, each one taking a significant amount of time to 

download. 

25. The untimely production of the documents related to the search and seizure warrant and the 

extensive body worn camera bears no reasonableness. 

SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE FROM 500 CHATEAU AVENUE 

26. On or about , BPD  captured surveillance 

footage from a civilian’s security system at .  That surveillance footage 

provides potentially exculpatory material to ’s defense. 

27. Without explanation for the delay, that surveillance footage was provided to defense counsel 

one business day before trial was scheduled to begin. 

MOBILE CRIME LAB 

28. The BPD’s mobile crime lab took over 200 photos on .  Those photos 

were not provided to defense counsel until one business day before trial, and have not been 

provided in a workable format.  In other words, they were provided on a blu-ray CD, and 

defense counsel does not have technology to play a blu-ray CD. 

29. Mobile crime lab also processed ’s vehicle for DNA and prints on the day of 

the shooting.  The results of which have not yet been provided. 

 



ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE. 

30. On or about , the BPD obtained surveillance footage from an Enterprise 

Rent-a-Car.  That footage was only provided to defense counsel one business day before trial 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE 

31. ’s trial was postponed one business day, to . 

32. As of today, , discovery is still incomplete. 

33. Rule 4-263 requires discovery to be disclosed to the defense, without request, within thirty 

day’s of the defendant’s initial appearance.  

34. The rules of discovery are precise rubrics, not guidelines.   

35.  has been held without bail for over ten (10) months.   

36. This inadequate and incomplete discovery interferes with ’s right to a due 

process, a fair trial, effective assistance of counsel and the right to prepare a defense. 

37. As  has already been held without bail for nearly a year, further delay is not helpful. 

 
I. THIS COURT SHOULD DISMISS THE INDICTMENT BECAUSE THE 

STATE FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE RULES OF DISCOVERY 
AND THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, AND  
HAS BEEN SEVERLY PREJUDICED AS A RESULT 

 

’s motion is based on the failure of the Baltimore City State's Attorney's Office's to 

execute its affirmative obligation to seek out and provide the defense with discovery; its failure to 

timely disclose discovery; and the failure of the Baltimore City Police Department to adequately 

compile and disclose evidence.  As will be explained more fully below, the late unjustified disclosure 

of discovery, while  has been held without bail for ten (10) months, deprives him of  his 

rights to due process, effective assistance of counsel, and the right to present and prepare a defense.  

Further, the failure to make timely disclosures violates rule 3.8 of the Maryland Rules of Professional 

Conduct.  Moreover, ’s fundamental right to a fair trial has been irreparably harmed.  As 

a result,  requests that this Court dismiss this entire matter, or, in the alternative, exclude 

all the State’s law enforcement witnesses from testifying, or any other relief this Court deems 

appropriate.   
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Were this court to deny ’s request and impose no sanction is to act in complicity with 

the wrongdoing:  "When a public official behaves with such casual disregard for his constitutional 

obligations and the rights of the accused, it erodes the public's trust in our justice system, and chips 

away at the foundational premises of the rule of law. When such transgressions are acknowledged 

yet forgiven by the courts, we endorse and invite their repetition." United States v. Olsen, 737 F.3d 

625, 632 (9th Cir. 2013).   

In Maryland, “[t]he State’s compliance with the[ discovery] rules is never discretionary, as the 

Maryland Rules of Procedure have the force of law; they are not mere guides but are precise rubrics 

to be strictly followed.”  Williams v. State, 364, Md. 160, 171 (2001).  The rules require disclosure of 

discoverable material, without the defendant’s request, within thirty (30) days of the defendant’s first 

appearance.  See Md. R. 4-263 (h).  Moreover, the State has a duty to “exercise due diligence to 

identify all of the material and information that must be disclosed under this Rule.”  Id. At (c)(1). It 

is of not moment if the withheld evidence was in the hands of the police department or the State:  

Evidence in the possession of the police department is deemed to be in the possession of the State’s 

Attorney.  See Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995); Williams v. State, 364 Md. 160, 176–77 

(2001).   

When the police or the State fail to comply with Rule 4-263, section (n) provides the Court 

with a multitude of sanctions that it can impose.  Dismissal is an option.  The court is also entitled 

to exclude witnesses.  In this case, as will be explained further, the State or the police (a distinction 

without a difference) has withheld significant discovery that is helpful to ’s defense, for 

an inordinate amount of time.   has been incarcerated for over ten months, and has been 

prejudiced as a result.  See Hopkins v. State, 19. Md. App. 414 (1974) (“Withholding exculpatory 



evidence is a denial of Due Process”).  Therefore,  moves this Honorable Court to 

dismiss the above action or impose any other sanction that justice so requires.    

THIS COURT SHOULD DISMISS THE INDICTMENT AS A CONTINUANCE ONLY 
FURTHER HARMS  

 
 
In Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963), the Supreme Court held that the government 

violates due process when it "suppress[es] . . . evidence favorable to an accused upon request . . .  

where the evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment, irrespective of the good faith or bad 

faith of the prosecution."  Id. at 87. Expanding on Brady in United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 

(1976), the Court explained that a defendant need not always make a request for exculpatory 

evidence; rather, in certain circumstances the prosecution has a duty to disclose, even without 

request.  See id. at 103-04.  And in United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667 (1985), "the Court 

disavowed any difference between exculpatory and impeachment evidence for Brady purposes, and . 

. . held that regardless of request, favorable evidence is material, and constitutional error results from 

its suppression by the government, if there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence been 

disclosed to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have been different.” Kyles v. Whitley, 

514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995) (internal quotation marks omitted).   

These cases, which are often bundled together and referred to as the Brady rule, 

undoubtedly provide the basis for one of the most essential pieces of a fair criminal justice system:  

the requirement that a trial and a prosecution be fair.  In doing so, the Supreme Court imposes an 

awesome and affirmative duty on the individual prosecutor to seek out exculpatory evidence and 

then provide it to the defense.  This obligation is based on the idea that "[s]ociety wins not only 

when the guilty are convicted but when criminal trials are fair; [and conversely] our system . . .  

suffers when any accused is treated unfairly."  Id. "This in turn means that the individual prosecutor 

has a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's behalf 
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in the case, including the police.” Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995).  Thus, the prosecution 

cannot escape its responsibility or its liability by claiming it was unaware of evidence kept in the sole 

possession of the police department. 

That said, a police officer acting surreptitiously negligently to hide and conceal evidence 

makes the prosecutor's job nearly impossible.  And, as a result, requires courts to take swift action 

when it becomes clear that law enforcement is interfering with the administration of justice.  While 

the prosecution has the responsibility to seek out exculpatory evidence and provide it to the defense, 

the police department that plays cat and mouse with the evidence ought to be swiftly sanctioned, lest 

the court be complicit in the wrongdoing:  "When a public official behaves with such casual 

disregard for his constitutional obligations and the rights of the accused, it erodes the public's trust 

in our justice system, and chips away at the foundational premises of the rule of law. When such 

transgressions are acknowledged yet forgiven by the courts, we endorse and invite their repetition." 

United States v. Olsen, 737 F.3d 625, 632 (9th Cir. 2013).   

While the Brady requirement is triggered at the start of trial, the wheels of justice come no 

less to a screeching halt when the prosecution and the police unnecessarily and unreasonably delay 

the production of exculpatory evidence:  “A prosecutor's timely disclosure obligation with respect to 

Brady material can never be overemphasized, and the practice of delayed production must be 

disapproved and discouraged.” Boyd v. United States, 908 A.2d 39, 57 (D.C. 2006) (citations 

omitted).   As the D.C. Circuit held in Miller v. United States, 14 A.3d 1094, 1107 (D.C. 2011), the  

"constitutional duty [under Brady must] be taken both literally and seriously; “[a] rule ... declaring 

[that the] prosecution may hide, defendant must seek, is not tenable in a system constitutionally 

bound to accord defendants due process.” Id. at 1107 (quoting Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668, 696 

(2004) (alterations in original). When the prosecution defers the production of evidence such a 







STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No  

 *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 
ORDER OF COURT 

 
  
 It is this _________ day of __________ 2019, by the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, 
Maryland hereby: 
 
 ORDERED, that Defendant’s Motion to Compel is hereby granted and that the Baltimore 
City State’s Attorney’s Office shall provide the requested records to Counsel for the Defendant within 
5 days; or  
 
a hearing is scheduled for ____________________, 2019; or  
 
the State is precluded from using any and all evidence related to the discovery that has not yet been 
provided. 
. 
 
 
        ____________________________ 
                          JUDGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



-STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No.  

 

 

THIRD MOTION TO DISMISS OR EXCLUDE and MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 

 

The Accused, , by undersigned counsel, Deborah Katz Levi and , hereby 

moves this Court to dismiss the above captioned matter, or, in the alternative, to exclude witnesses or impose 

other discovery sanctions pursuant to the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 

States Constitution; Articles 21, 24, 25 and 26 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights; Rule 4-263 of the 

Maryland Rules of Criminal Procedure; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963);  Giglio v. United States, 405 

U.S. 150 (1972), State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194 (2006); and Williams v. State, 364, Md. 160 (2001), and Rule 

3.6 of the Maryland Rules of Professional Conduct. 

 In support of this Motion,  states the following: 

1. ’s case was specially set for trial on .  Prior to trial,  filed a 
Motion to Compel.   
 

2. Before proceeding to ’s specially set trial, this Honorable Court heard argument on  
’s Motion to Compel.   

 
3. At the conclusion of the  hearing, this Honorable Court concluded, and the State 

conceded, multiple discovery violations.  See  Transcript, Attached as Exhibit 1 at ; 
; ; .  

 
4. Rather than imposing any sanctions, this Honorable Court postponed ’s trial.  Countless 

items of discovery that had been in the State’s possession for nearly a year were produced on the day 
of trial, or just before it.  See id.   
 

5. After the late production of discovery and ’s diligence, it was clear that additional crucial 
discovery had been withheld even after the first specially set trial and the discovery hearing.  As a 
result,  filed a Motion to Dismiss or Exclude.   
 

6. On the first day of ’s second specially set trial, this Honorable Court entertained  
’s Motion to Dismiss or Exclude.  At the conclusion of the hearing, this Honorable Court 

held that there were multiple additional discovery violations.  See  Transcript, Attached as 
Exhibit 2, at ; .  
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7. Even after a second round of discovery violations, no sanction was imposed, except for 

postponement, which merely punishes  who has been held without bail since  
. 

 
8. After the second specially set trial date, and two discovery hearings at which the State asserted all 

discovery had been provided, the State produced yet another round of late discovery items, all of 
which had been in the State’s possession for well over a year, including but not limited to an 
investigation into an alternate suspect and previously undisclosed witness interviews.    
 

9. The late discovery included progress reports about an alternate suspect that were generated in 
.  Without any explanation, those records were not produced to defense until 
, after the second specially set trial date.  That means the State was prepared to go 

to trial two times, without full and fair disclosure to defense, and after the State had represented that 
discovery was complete.   
 

10. Either the State materially misrepresented to this Honorable Court that all discovery had been turned 
over in  and again in , or the State entirely failed to perform the 
due diligence required by Maryland Rule 4-263. Or worse yet, the State cherry-picked the discovery 
they intended to disclose to defense.   
 

11. Regardless of the reason for the State’s failure,  is prejudiced by the State’s late discovery, 
again, because he is forced to re-invent trial strategy, with little time to adequately do so. 
 

12. As a result,  urges this Court to impose a sanction.  At each specially set trial date, the 
State has asserted that the universe of evidence in this case has been provided to defense, and after 
each specially set trial date, that proves to be entirely untrue.  Every single late document has been in 
the State’s possession since the inception of this case, and there is no excuse for the State’s failure to 
provide it in a timely fashion.   
 

13. To give this Court, and the third Honorable Judge to which this case has been assigned, an idea of 
the breadth of discovery violations, the following is a sampling of items that have been untimely 
provided: 
 

a. Progress reports about an alternate suspect, created well over a year before production; 
b. Recorded Interviews, referenced in initial discovery and requested by defense counsel 

multiple times; 
c. Police reports; 
d. IAD files involving the State’s prosecution for perjury of the officer who recovered the gun; 
e. Lotus notes and recorded interviews created well over a year ago;   
f. Raw surveillance footage capturing the alleged murder; 
g. Entire witness interviews, completely shielded from defense; 
h. Grand Jury testimony; 
i. Lab reports and other forensic documents  

 
14. The State has failed in its duty to abide by the discovery rules, which memorialize ’s 

constitutional right to a fair trial and to due process, and the integrity of the prosecution is called into 
question as a result.   
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STATE OF MARYLAND *  IN THE 

      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case  

  

 
DEFENDANT’S SECOND MOTION TO DISMISS OR EXCLUDE  

 
 The Defendant, , by undersigned counsel, Deborah Katz Levi, hereby moves 

this Court to dismiss the above captioned matter, or, in the alternative, to impose discovery 

sanctions, pursuant to the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution; Articles 21, 24, 25 and 26 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights; Rule 4-263 of the 

Maryland Rules of Criminal Procedure; Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963);  Giglio v. United 

States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972), State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194 (2006); and Williams v. State, 364, Md. 

160 (2001). 

 

 In support of this Motion,  states the following: 

 

PROCEDURAL POSTURE 

1.  was arrested for the above-captioned matter on or about . 

2. The arrest warrant, issued , relates to a shooting that occurred on or about 

.   

3. Parts of the shooting were captured on a resident’s security camera, and undisputedly show 

an unidentified male shoot at a car in broad daylight while the individual the State alleges to 

be  stands on the sidewalk, away from the car.  

4. The State has not identified the shooter. 

5. On , the State arrested  for his role as a bystander.  He has 

been held without bail since then. 



6.  was first scheduled for trial on . 

7. Prior to that date, on , the State was authorized to release grand jury 

transcripts to the defense.  That disclosure did not occur until seven months later, one day 

before the second trial date. 

8. On  at the first trial date, the State provided exculpatory DNA results, which had 

been completed approximately five months prior.  

9. The trial was then postponed and specially set for . 

10. One day prior to trial, the State provided grand jury testimony, multiple hours of body worn 

camera footage, search and seizure documents, police reports, mobile crime lab documents, 

a recorded statement of an unindicted co-conspirator, and approximately 100 pages of 

additional discovery.   

11. Defense counsel filed a motion to dismiss or, in the alternative, a motion for sanctions. 

12. That Motion was heard on the first day of trial. 

13. At the hearing the State conceded that it failed to provide some of the discovery in a timely 

manner. 

14. The Honorable  ruled that there were multiple discovery violations, but the 

only remedy the Court imposed was a postponement. 

15. The trial was postponed until . 

16.  has been incarcerated for nearly a year, without bail.  

17. As of the filing of this Motion, discovery is still incomplete. 

18. Rule 4-263 requires discovery to be disclosed to the defense, without request, within thirty 

days of the defendant’s initial appearance.  

19. The rules of discovery are precise rubrics, not guidelines.   

20.  has been held without bail for over eleven (11) months.   

21. This incomplete discovery interferes with ’s right to due process, a fair trial, 

effective assistance of counsel and the right to prepare a defense. 

22. As he has already been held without bail for nearly a year, further delay is not helpful.   

23. As a result, and based on the following additional information,  moves to dismiss 

the above-captioned matter.   

 

DAQUAN JOBES DISCOVERY 

24. On , the police interviewed , held him at the police station 
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for over six hours, identified him as a suspect, confiscated his phone, got a warrant for his 

DNA, and then let him go.  

25.  disclosed to the police that he lured the victim, , into the  

 so  could sell drugs to ’s friends.  

26. Notwithstanding the fact that ’s interview was a crucial part of the investigation in 

this case, the six-hour recorded interview with , as well as the search warrant for 

his DNA was only provided to defense counsel in response to a motion to compel a year 

after it was captured.  In other words, defense counsel received the interview in  

 

27. Moreover, the interview is not in its original format, perhaps explaining why the audio is of 

such poor quality, and the video is unnecessarily redacted for over five minutes. 

28. The unredacted portion of the video is helpful to ’s defense for several reasons.  

29. Notwithstanding ’s request, the State has still not produced an unredacted 

version of ’s interview.   

GRAND JURY TESTIMONY 

30. The above-captioned matter was indicted by a Grand Jury on or about .   

31. The Grand Jury testimony was released to the State, pursuant to Court order, on  

 

32. The  Order authorized the State to provide the Grand Jury testimony to defense 

counsel. 

33. Notwithstanding the Court’s order, the State did not provide the Grand Jury testimony to 

the defense until one business day before trial date number 2, in response to defense 

counsel’s motion to compel.   

34. Because the Grand Jury transcript includes testimony from the lead detective in this case, it 

is a required disclosure pursuant rule 4-263, and the State has offered no justification for its 

belated disclosure. 

35. Moreover, defense counsel asserts that the Grand Jury testimony contains a material 

misstatement by , which likely secured the indictment under false 

pretenses. 

36. More specifically,  states, under penalty of perjury, that  



approaches the car that the decedent was driving just prior to the shooting.  This never 

happens.  It is likely that this misstatement is what secured the indictment, under false 

pretenses.  

37. As a result,  moves to dismiss the above-captioned matter as it was based on a 

material misrepresentation.   

502 CHATEAU AVENUE SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT &  

EXTENSIVE BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE 

38. On , the police executed a search a seizure warrant at  

.  The search and seizure warrant was in part for a 

narcotics investigation, and in part, related to ’s homicide.   

39. At the conclusion of the execution of the warrant,  was arrested. 

40. Because the home being searched was related to the homicide,  was 

present.  

41. During the execution of the warrant, the police collected well over 20 hours of body worn 

camera footage, which allegedly includes the recovery of the weapon used in the instant case. 

42. The warrant and related arrest documents, created nearly a year ago, were only provided to 

defense counsel on , one business day before trial was scheduled to begin.   

43. The body worn camera footage reveals that, contrary to every police report provided in this 

case,  found the weapon alleged to be used in this case. 

44. But for  filing a motion to compel the production of the BWC from the search 

warrant, this fact would have never been known to defense counsel.   

45. When defense counsel explained to the State that despite what the police reports say,  

 is not the officer who finds the weapon, the State asserts that  

finds the weapon. 

46. This fact is not true.   

47.  finds the weapon. 

48. The State has never openly disclosed this fact and represents that  

 find the weapon.   

49. This is a critical misrepresentation and a profound Brady violation.  

50. Because the State concealed the identity of the officer who found the weapon, defense 

counsel conducted a limited investigation, which revealed that on , three 

weeks before  was specially set for trial the State’s Attorney’s Office for 
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Baltimore City prosecuted  for perjury.   

51. The State concealed ’s involvement in this matter while its office prosecuted 

him for perjury. 

52. As Chief Judge Bell writes in State v. Williams, 392 Md. 194, 218-19 (2006), every prosecutor 

in an office is presumed to know what others, including the police, know.  “[P]rosecutors 

within the same office are not excused from their Brady obligations. The duty, as prescribed 

by Sleeper, applies to all members of the prosecution staff.  .  . . [P]olice, when involved in 

the investigation and preparation of the criminal case being prosecuted” are part of the 

prosecution team, for purposes of Brady.” 

53. The State cannot escape its Brady obligation claiming it was unaware  was 

prosecuted for perjury.   

54. Yet, to this date, the State has never acknowledged or affirmatively disclosed that  

 located the weapon in this case, even though that event is captured on video, or 

that the State prosecuted him for perjury three weeks before ’s second trial date. 

55. Moreover, Defense counsel has asked repeatedly to view the IAD files for each officer 

related to the case.   

56. The Officer who locates a murder weapon cannot be said to be unrelated to the case. 

57. The State has failed to disclose any IAD files or prosecution documents related to  

’s perjury charges. 

SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE FROM 500 CHATEAU AVENUE 

58. On or about , BPD  captured surveillance 

footage from a civilian’s security system at .  That surveillance footage 

provides potentially exculpatory material to ’s defense. 

59. Without explanation for the delay, that surveillance footage was provided to defense counsel 

one business day before trial was scheduled to begin and  has never been 

provided with the identity of the resident who provided the footage. 

SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE FROM  

60. The State secured surveillance footage from a private residence at .  

61. The footage is not continuous.   

62. Seven minutes leading up to the shooting are missing. 



63. The video begins in the middle of the drug transaction in which  is killed. 

64. Defense counsel has requested the entirety of the footage from the State several times. 

65. The State has failed to provide the complete footage to defense counsel. 

66. When defense counsel went to the citizen’s home to see if she could retrieve the entirety of 

the video by herself,  with the Baltimore Police Department 

encouraged the civilian to deny us access to her surveillance system. 

67. Fortunately, the civilian explained to  that she was well aware of who defense 

counsel and her team were, she had nothing to hide, and was not interested in denying us 

access to her surveillance system. 

68. In any event, the original captured surveillance footage is no longer available.   

69. However, it is clear that the system has 16 camera views and only three were provided. 

70. The State captured the video footage on a flash drive, and for reasons unknown to defense, 

failed to provide the entirety of the footage to defense or retain the flash drive. 

71. The missing seven minutes are critical to ’s defense. 

72. The missing video footage is exculpatory and shows that  remained on the 

sidewalk across the street from the shooting for the entirety of the event. 

73. Because, among other things, the State cannot comply with the rules of discovery, the rule of 

completeness, it failed to produce the video of the entirety of the shooting, and cannot 

authenticate the video based on the missing footage, the video should be excluded. 

 

TEXT MESSAGES AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 

74. Throughout the body worn camera in this case, officers are texting on their department 

issued cellphones about this case.   

75.  has repeatedly requested those text messages, and the State has failed to produce 

them. 

 
I. THIS COURT SHOULD DISMISS THE INDICTMENT BECAUSE THE 

STATE FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE RULES OF DISCOVERY 
AND THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, AND  
HAS BEEN SEVERLY PREJUDICED AS A RESULT 

 

’s motion is based on the failure of the Baltimore City State's Attorney's Office to 

execute its affirmative obligation to seek out and provide the defense with discovery; its failure to 
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timely disclose discovery; and the failure of the Baltimore City Police Department to adequately 

compile and disclose evidence.  As will be explained more fully below, the late unjustified disclosure 

of discovery, while  has been held without bail for eleven (11) months, deprives him of  

his rights to due process, effective assistance of counsel, and the right to present and prepare a 

defense.  Further, the failure to make timely disclosures violates rule 3.8 of the Maryland Rules of 

Professional Conduct.  Moreover, ’s fundamental right to a fair trial has been irreparably 

harmed.  As a result,  requests that this Court dismiss this entire matter, or, in the 

alternative, exclude all the State’s law enforcement witnesses from testifying, or any other relief this 

Court deems appropriate.   

Were this court to deny ’s request and impose no sanction is to act in complicity with 

the wrongdoing:  "When a public official [such as prosecutors] behave[] with such casual disregard 

for his constitutional obligations and the rights of the accused, it erodes the public's trust in our 

justice system, and chips away at the foundational premises of the rule of law. When such 

transgressions are acknowledged yet forgiven by the courts, we endorse and invite their repetition." 

United States v. Olsen, 737 F.3d 625, 632 (9th Cir. 2013).   

In Maryland, “[t]he State’s compliance with the [discovery] rules is never discretionary, as the 

Maryland Rules of Procedure have the force of law; they are not mere guides but are precise rubrics 

to be strictly followed.”  Williams v. State, 364, Md. 160, 171 (2001).  The rules require disclosure of 

discoverable material, without the defendant’s request, within thirty (30) days of the defendant’s first 

appearance.  See Md. R. 4-263 (h).  Moreover, the State has a duty to “exercise due diligence to 

identify all of the material and information that must be disclosed under this Rule.”  Id. at (c)(1). It is 

of no moment if the withheld evidence was in the hands of the police department or the State:  

Evidence in the possession of the police department is deemed to be in the possession of the State’s 



Attorney.  See Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995); Williams v. State, 364 Md. 160, 176–77 

(2001).   

When the police or the State fail to comply with Rule 4-263, section (n) provides the Court 

with a multitude of sanctions that it can impose.  Dismissal is an option.  The court is also entitled 

to exclude witnesses or evidence.  In this case, as will be explained further, the State or the police (a 

distinction without a difference) has withheld significant discovery that is helpful to ’s 

defense, for an inordinate amount of time.   has been incarcerated for over eleven 

months, and has been prejudiced as a result.  See Hopkins v. State, 19. Md. App. 414 (1974) 

(“Withholding exculpatory evidence is a denial of Due Process”).  Therefore,  moves this 

Honorable Court to dismiss the above action or impose any other sanction that justice so requires.    

THIS COURT SHOULD DISMISS THE INDICTMENT AS A CONTINUANCE ONLY 
FURTHER HARMS  

 
 
In Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963), the Supreme Court held that the government 

violates due process when it "suppress[es] . . . evidence favorable to an accused upon request . . .  

where the evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment, irrespective of the good faith or bad 

faith of the prosecution."  Id. at 87. Expanding on Brady in United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 

(1976), the Court explained that a defendant need not always make a request for exculpatory 

evidence; rather, in certain circumstances the prosecution has a duty to disclose, even without 

request.  See id. at 103-04.  And in United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667 (1985), "the Court 

disavowed any difference between exculpatory and impeachment evidence for Brady purposes, and . 

. . held that regardless of request, favorable evidence is material, and constitutional error results from 

its suppression by the government, if there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence been 

disclosed to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have been different.” Kyles v. Whitley, 

514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995) (internal quotation marks omitted).   
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These cases, which are often bundled together and referred to as the Brady rule, 

undoubtedly provide the basis for one of the most essential pieces of a fair criminal justice system:  

the requirement that a trial and a prosecution be fair.  In doing so, the Supreme Court imposes an 

awesome and affirmative duty on the individual prosecutor to seek out exculpatory evidence and 

then provide it to the defense.  This obligation is based on the idea that "[s]ociety wins not only 

when the guilty are convicted but when criminal trials are fair; [and conversely] our system . . .  

suffers when any accused is treated unfairly."  Id. "This in turn means that the individual prosecutor 

has a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's behalf 

in the case, including the police.” Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995).  Thus, the prosecution 

cannot escape its responsibility or its liability by claiming it was unaware of evidence kept in the sole 

possession of the police department. 

That said, a police officer acting surreptitiously negligently to hide and conceal evidence 

makes the prosecutor's job nearly impossible.  And, as a result, requires courts to take swift action 

when it becomes clear that law enforcement is interfering with the administration of justice.  While 

the prosecution has the responsibility to seek out exculpatory evidence and provide it to the defense, 

the police department that plays cat and mouse with the evidence ought to be swiftly sanctioned, lest 

the court be complicit in the wrongdoing:  "When a public official behaves with such casual 

disregard for his constitutional obligations and the rights of the accused, it erodes the public's trust 

in our justice system, and chips away at the foundational premises of the rule of law. When such 

transgressions are acknowledged yet forgiven by the courts, we endorse and invite their repetition." 

United States v. Olsen, 737 F.3d 625, 632 (9th Cir. 2013).   

While the Brady requirement is triggered at the start of trial, the wheels of justice come no 

less to a screeching halt when the prosecution and the police unnecessarily and unreasonably delay 



the production of exculpatory evidence:  “A prosecutor's timely disclosure obligation with respect to 

Brady material can never be overemphasized, and the practice of delayed production must be 

disapproved and discouraged.” Boyd v. United States, 908 A.2d 39, 57 (D.C. 2006) (citations 

omitted).   As the D.C. Circuit held in Miller v. United States, 14 A.3d 1094, 1107 (D.C. 2011), the  

"constitutional duty [under Brady must] be taken both literally and seriously; “[a] rule ... declaring 

[that the] prosecution may hide, defendant must seek, is not tenable in a system constitutionally 

bound to accord defendants due process.” Id. at 1107 (quoting Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668, 696 

(2004) (alterations in original). When the prosecution defers the production of evidence such a 

practice "is not compatible with the Constitution, with our case law, or with applicable professional 

standards."  Id. As a result, this Court must act swiftly to sanction such conduct.   

As the notes to rule 4-263 indicate, Maryland’s discovery rules merely codify the principles 

set forth in Brady and its progeny.  See cross reference to Rule 4-263(d)(6).  Thus, it is of material 

importance when the State fails to comply with the rule.  And Courts need to impose a sanction in 

order to convey that message and repair the harm to incarcerated defendants.  In this case, the State 

failed to disclose exculpatory evidence until nearly one year after  was incarcerated.  The 

police department also failed to gather and disseminate discovery in any expeditious manner.   This 

conduct violates the Constitution; Rule 4-263 of the Maryland Rules of Evidence; and Rule 3.8 of 

the Maryland Rules of Professional Conduct.   See Owens v. Baltimore City State’s Attorneys Office, 

767 F.3d 379, 401 (2014).   While the State or the police, a distinction without a difference, withheld 

evidence for over a year.   has been held without bail this entire time and his 

constitutional right to a speedy trial has been impaired, as has his right to effective assistance of 

counsel and his right to present and prepare a defense.   

To minimize the harm, and deter future conduct as egregious as has occurred here,  

 seeks to: (1) dismiss the action; (2) prevent all the BPD witnesses from testifying in this 





STATE OF MARYLAND    *  IN THE 
 
      v. *  CIRCUIT COURT 

 *              FOR BALTIMORE CITY 

 *  CRIMINAL DIVISION 

 *  Case No  

 *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 
ORDER OF COURT 

 
  
 It is this _________ day of __________ 2019, by the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, 
Maryland hereby: 
 
 ORDERED, that Defendant’s Motion to Compel is hereby granted and that the Baltimore 
City State’s Attorney’s Office shall provide the requested records to Counsel for the Defendant within 
5 days; or  
 
a hearing is scheduled for ____________________, 2019; or  
 
the State is precluded from using any and all evidence related to the discovery that has not yet been 
provided. 
. 
 
 
        ____________________________ 
                          JUDGE 
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